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POWER PROJECT 
Okanagan Falls, B.C. 

After several months of negotiation, Yukon Minerals Corporation has been able to 
relissemiiie a known porphyry copper-goid-silver camp near Usoyoos, British Columbia. 
The properties were assembled through three separate options and by staking. 

The POWER PROJECT consists of 112 claim units and 12 claims for a combined area of 
2,600 hectares. Previous exploration which included limited drilling, geochemistry, 
geological mapping and an I.P./magnetics, survey provides five distinct drill targets. 
Widespread mineralization indicates a classic porphyry of several million tons. 

The first option on four claims from Mrs BECHTEL of Okanagan Falls is for cash, shares 
and a production royalty for 100% interest in the Bechtel property. Mrs Bechtel will be 
issued 100,000 shares of Yukon Minerals over the next 18 months. 

The second option is from ALLENDALE Resource Corporation, a private company, and 
deals with sixty claim units. Allendale may also back into the staked claims and the Bechtel 
option for a 49% working interest. 

The third agreement is with ALTA Explorations Inc and involves their interest in  eight 
claims. Yukon Minerals will issue to Aha 50,000 shares and spend $75,000 on 
exploration over the next year. Yukon Minerals may acquire 50% of Aha's interest 
through this agreement by spending an  aggregate of $500,000. The Bechtel and Aha 
agreements are subject to the approval of the Alberta Stock Exchange. 

To finance sxpbiation of ;he GCW PO'&Xri "R~JECT, Yukon Minerals will raise $175,009 
through a flow-through offering of its shares. Work will commence shortly. 
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